Multicellular tumour spheroids in radiation biology.
Multicellular tumour spheroids are being used with increasing frequency in various aspects of tumour biology, including studies dealing with radiation biology. This review attempts to outline recent studies using these three-dimensional systems in radiation biology with particular reference made to papers testing radiotherapeutic protocols with spheroids. Multicellular tumour spheroids are three-dimensional structures composed of cancer cells. They are formed from monolayer tumour cells when these are grown by various in vitro methods (e.g. liquid-overlay, spinner flask and gyratory rotation systems). Because of the cellular organization in spheroids, they have been often shown to recreate in vivo tumours much more closely than two-dimensional in vitro models. Because of their particular architectural characteristics, multicellular spheroids are demonstrated to be extremely useful in testing radiotherapeutic protocols, including dose rate and fractionation, radioimmunotherapy and the effects of combined treatments (e.g. radiation and anti-neoplastic drugs). Further studies should seek not only to continue testing these protocols, but also to investigate the more fundamental questions of radiation-induced apoptotic cell death, cell-cycle events, cell-cell interactions and cell adhesion phenomena.